


 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



ABSTRACT 

The researcher investigated and studied a part of the manuscript of the book (Al Mustafa 

min Sunan Al-Mustafa PBUH) by the scholar Muhammad bin Saeed bin Maan Al-Quraizi 

Al-Lahji, who died in the year (576 AH). The investigated part starts from the beginning 

of the 'Chapter of Prayer' to the end of the 'Chapter on Estimating the Standing of the 

Prophet in prayer' (PBUH). The studied hadiths are (332), distributed in (9) chapters. 

Throughout this thesis, the researcher intended to introduce Imam Muhammad bin Saeed 

bin Maan Al-Quraizi Al-Lahji, and his book (Al-Mustafa min Sunan Al-Mustafa PBUH), 

and to highlight him as one of the well-versed scholars in the sciences of the noble Hadith 

and Fiqh, and how he was able to combine them. That is done through highlighting, 

studying and investigating his book (Al-Mustafa min Sunan al-Mustafa PBUH), and 

contributing to the publication of the writings of Yemeni scholars and highlighting their 

status and the abundance of their knowledge. 

 

The work of the study was as follows: 

Chapter One: 

The researcher, in this chapter, dealt with the study of the author, the scholar Muhammad 

bin Saeed bin Maan Al-Quraizi, as he talked about his biography, by mentioning his 

name, his birth, his lineage, his family, his upbringing, his qualities, his request for 

knowledge, his scientific status, his shaikhs, his scientific trips, his students, and some 

have mercy on him. Then the researcher touched on the era of the scholar, through the 

social situation, the scientific and cultural situation, the economic situation, and the 

political situation. 

 

Chapter Two: 

Through this chapter, the researcher dealt with the investigation of the manuscript, so the 

book was studied, attributed to the author. The researcher showed  a description of the 

copies, the book's sources, its scientific material, and the author's approach in his book. 

After that, the researcher touched on the methodology he used in the investigation, and 

his work in the manuscript. The copies were compared, the hadiths were extracted from 

their printed origins. The ambiguous phrases were clarified, and the narrators from other 

than the Companions were shown in biographies. After that, the researcher judged the 

chain of transmission of each hadith that was mentioned other than the hadiths mentioned 

in the two Sahihs. 

 

The hadiths that have been studied are 331, divided into (9) chapters. The chains of 

transmission were, in terms of their degree, as follows: 

The number of valid chains of transmission 230 hadiths. 



The number of good chains of transmission is 42 hadiths. 

The number of weak chains of transmission is 58 hadiths. 

Established hadiths is 1. 

The number of traces is 1. 

 

Results and Recommendations 

 At the conclusion of the research, the researcher reached to a number of results and 

recommendations. 

Among the most important results: 

-Quraizi, and this 

was detailed in the chapter that included the author's study and description of the 

manuscript. 

 book (Al-Mustafa) is considered as one of the most famous and greatest books in 

Yemen. It is a great modern encyclopedia. 

-Tirmidhi, and he conveys his opinion in most of 

the hadiths. 

rds of the hadith that was mentioned in more than one 

source, and from this he creates a new text that may not be compatible with one of the 

modern sources from which the author took these words. 

 

The most important recommendations are as follows: 

1- Collecting the researches and studies concerned with the book (Al-Mustafa) and 

extracting them into one template to complete the aesthetic picture of the book; in order 

to make it easier for students to study this ancient book. 

2- To complete the manuscript studying. 

 

Then the research was concluded with detailed indexes, and references were 

confirmed. 

  


